
 

 
Pforzheimer Fellowships in the Harvard Library 

 
 
Name of Library/Archives: HARVARD LIBARY, SERVICES FOR ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 

School/Unit: FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

Location: LAMONT LIBRARY 

Project Sponsor: Sarah DeMott, Library Liaison for Judaica, Middle East and Near East 
Studies 

Project Supervisor: Sarah DeMott, sarah_demott@harvard.edu 

Administrative Contact:  

 

Description of Library/Archives: 

On behalf of Harvard Library’s Middle East collections, we are looking to curate the 
first in a series of virtual finding aids that highlight regions of Harvard Library’s Middle 
East collections. The project responds to a meaningful request from Harvard graduate 
students for assistance in excavating resources across the Library’s vast collections in 
triangulated ways, specifically materials relating to North Africa, the Ottoman Empire, 
Egyptian Coptic, and Palestine.  Middle East collections are often difficult to access due 
to the varied collecting practices, cataloguing terms, and transliteration systems.  
Learning to navigate holdings, related to the Middle East and beyond, with analytical 
breath is a critical skill for researchers and librarians.   Highlighting Harvard’s Middle 
East collections through this act of curation brings increased accessibility to local 
materials, thereby improving the reach of the collections and research capacity of 
Harvard affiliates as well as our academic interlocutors worldwide. The Pforzheimer 
Fellows will collaborate with the project team to contribute their knowledge in subject 
content, research discovery methods, language skills, and informational literacy. 
While curating an online collection guide, fellow may participate in user experience 
feedback on the web platform and contribute to the navigational design of the digital 
interface.  While project specific, this fellowship will create an original citation for 
one’s portfolio as well as general insight into several aspects of the library profession. 

 

Project Description: 



Librarians are often asked for “discovery tricks” and “search strategies” for working in 
Harvard’s Hollis Catalogue. For researchers, it is a common frustration be anxious to 
take advantage of Harvard's Library, but not know where to start.  Researchers often 
ask for both a summary of the collections as well as clues to rare finds.  In a recent 
presentation, a student asked, how do I find material on Palestine? We performed a 
quick search for maps of the historical Palestinian city of Yafah by searching the 
contemporary catalogue record for material on Jaffa, Israel.  In this search, we 
discovered an archival gem, telephone directories of Yafah/Jaffa, in Widener Library’s 
Judaica collection.   This initially success launched the class into a frenzy of compiling 
other key terms that would unlock “hidden treasures” and “archival gems."  Eager to 
recover serendipitous mentions of Palestine across Harvard’s collections, we just as 
quickly failed to wrangle this material into an intuitive format that could be useful to 
general audience.  Enrique Diaz, Head of Design & Development Digital Strategies and 
Innovation for Harvard Library, agreed to meet to discuss design ideas for creating a 
virtual platform for a finding aid.  The prototype has captured the goals of intuitive 
navigation, as well as innovative features that call out items such as: “Found in the 
Library,” “Looking for This?” and “Pro Search Tips.” Over the past year, Jesse Howell 
(CMES, Assc Director,) Enrique Diaz (HCL, LTS), Katie Falk  (CMES AM Student,) 
Ibrahim Khatib (CMES Post-Doc Fellow) and Sarah DeMott (HCL, SAP) have been 
meeting quarterly to discuss progress on the design, content, and epistemology 
contained on the guide.  With the support of the Pforzheimer Fellowship Program, we 
are looking to collaborate with a graduate fellow to apply the innovative design 
prototype to curate a finding aid based on an area Harvard Library's Middle East 
collection.  Possible areas of interest may be, but are not limited to Arab Film, Egyptian 
Coptic Christianity, North Africa, Palestine, Gender in the Middle East, or Ottoman 
Empire. 

 

Anticipated Outcomes: 

For the graduate fellow, this project models a critical partnerships between the academic 
library and the emerging scholar.  This fellowship will provide a reference for their c.v. with 
applied skills in  academic library research, digital curation, digital humanities, and web site 
development, as well as the site’s url for a publication credit in their digital portfolio. The 
challenge of curating a library guide on Harvard Library's digital user interface will require 
deliberate communication between scholarly audiences and public users.  Developing 
inclusive language and design style, the graduate fellow contribute to conversations regarding 
effective messaging, digital strategies, and accessible communication across diverse 
demographics.  The final product will be a curated library guide.  It is also a rich opportunity to 
be deeply immersed in Harvard Library's Middle East resources. 


